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When detective Hank Snowdon started noticing strange piles of ash throughout Portland, he took it
upon himself to investigate further with his unusual but dedicated partner, Luci.Traveling through the
decaying factory district where most of the bizarre ash occurrences materialized, he found there
was more to the sudden manifestations than met the eye. Testing this peculiar ash, he discovered
that they were in fact...human!Sort of...Confronted by a warrior named Benton, who has the ability to
disintegrate other beings with his flaming sword, Hank&apos;s world continues to spiral away from
reality. Especially when he inadvertently discovers a whole new world, unknown to most of
humankind...along with the surprising realization that he is inescapably tied to this new and magical
land.Discover a new take on Alexia Purdy&apos;s Dark Faerie Tales series...one from the point of
view of the "normal" human world!This story can be enjoyed as a stand alone but should be read
after History of Fire (A Dark Faerie Tale #5) to avoid spoilers. This is considered book #6Books in
this series:Prequel: Evangeline ~currently FREEBook 0.1: The Withering Palace ~ FREEBook 1:
Ever Shade ~ FREEBook 2: Ever FireBook 3: Ever WinterBook 3.5: The CursedBook 4: Ever
WrathBook 5: History of FireÂ Book 5.5: Without ArmorBook 6: Ever DeadBook 7: Legends of
FireComing soon: Guardians of Fire
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I don't even know where to begin lol. I'm not sure if me just saying I loved this book would be good
enough for you to go pick it up. That is the truth however! I LOVE this book!I could not put it down.
The surprises that came up in here... Wow! Never saw that coming! I found myself telling my kids
about parts of the book. They have to wait for me to tad them then they can have at um. LolAlexia
describes the world's in her books so well that ours like you was there sweating from the fire all
around. I do no give spoilers. Sorry. ;) but I do let you know that it is a great series that I have loved
from the very first book! I will tell you that I own every last book she wrote because they are that
good. I will also say that my teen children love them also. I will also tell you that they are worth every
cent!!Now.... I begin the stalking of for the next book to come out. ;) ya... that good. :)I guarantee if
you need a great book to read... this is the one to grad grab!!!

Hank; a human homicide detective with a K9 partner. He learns the hard way that he is only half
human when his meeting with Benton leads him to Fearie as well as Dulci. Strange truths about his
grandfather, parents and twin brother start to come to light. Hank beings to train with Benton to learn
his magic. A coming war with a powerful dark wizard puts Hank and the others to the test. Will they
survive? Must read to find out.

Loved Hank and Luci, then Howie. Wanted to read more about Hank and Luci befor I even found
out where they fit into the story line.The fact that Howie and Delcie came into the story made it
much more exciting. Ties in really nice with her fareie series. I am so looking forward to the next
book.

As with the previous books in the series, this has you wanting more. I like Hank was surprised that
he was actually able to "hold" his brother Howie. Oh and Luci the dog, smh. She really got into the
big fight.

Ever Dead was a very interesting novel with a cool concept that I enjoyed very much. This book is
part of 2 different series, the 6th book in Alexia Purdy's "A Dark Faerie Tale Series" and the first
book in J.T. Lewis's series (TBD).The story was interesting and even if this book is part of a series,

it can be read as a stand alone. I enjoyed getting to know the different characters and seeing how
they fit in with each other. There was a lot of different types of characters, which made it interesting
to see how they reacted to each other as well.The story was really interesting as well. It was cool to
see how this new story incorporated itself with "A Dark Faerie Tale" series and the new twists and
turns that brings to the series. I enjoyed learning about the different creatures in this series slowly
throughout the book.The book was really well written. Alexia Purdy and J.T. Lewis did an awesome
job at combining their writing skills and great story ideas together to form this wonderful novel. I will
definitely be checking out both series. I have to give this book 5 out of 5 stars!

Author Alexia Purdy collaborated with fellow author, J.T. Lewis, to bring a new facet into the Dark
Faerie series. Hank Snowden will have his own spin off series and I will be waiting for each and
every book involving him as I do now for any of the Dark Faerie books. Hank is a well thought out
character that has many layers just waiting to be explored. I loved how he evolved through the story.
All the magic and danger of Faerie is there. It was exciting and intense at times but a perfect touch
of light-hearted fun mixed in. Luci steals the show for me. I loved everything about her and love her
even more once she crossed into Faerie for the first time. I am looking forward to her adventures
and getting more of Luci and Snowdenâ€™s unique partnership. Even if you havenâ€™t read any of
the other books in the Dark Faerie series, I believe this book could be read by itself. But, the entire
Dark Faerie Tale series is amazing and they should all be read!

I received an ARC of this book.I am a great fan of paranormal and Alexia Purdy is one of the few
authors that captures my attention with their stories.In Ever Dead we meet Detective Hank as well
as some known individuals such as Benton, Nautilus, and Soap. I have always had a big crush on
Soap since he first appeared on paper in Ever Shade. Don't judge me. And Nautilus is another story
but is parallel to my crush on Soap. LoL.Hank is investigating mysterious piles of ashes that he will
soon find out are part of the another world; the Fae World. There are secrets and mysteries that
help keep you guessing what happens next and a history that will reveal the entirety of who Hank is.
This story is good. There is action, laughs, and mystery in this book. If you're looking for a quick
read this is it. Good job!

One of my favorite series! I've loved this series from the beginning, and Benton has quickly become
one of my favorite characters. This takes us to meet Detective Hank, who discovers ashes, which
he soon discovers are *not quite human* and decides to investigate. Of course, he couldn't just

leave well enough alone. We meet a few of our other favorite characters along the way, and there's
always a bit of mischief and mayhem when there are fae involved.The writing, as always, is well
done. The dialogue is great, as are the characters. The scenes and backgrounds are well laid out
and well planned out, so no guessing what's going on or trying to figure out who is who or where
they're at.Awesome book. Awesome series.
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